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The Invisible Man
Heterosexual Men and HIV
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Monster who infected woman with HIV 
virus and had unprotected sex with seven 
others is jailed

By DAILY MAIL REPORTER
, 26 July 2011

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Daily+Mail+Reporter
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In 2010 there were in fact 508 new transmissions of HIV in heterosexual white men.  In 2015 
Twittersphere went mental white men get HIV through gay sex, needles and or prostitutes.,,,,



Criminalisation

• Lack of knowledge of an 
ambiguous legal framework

• International aspect adds to the 
fear factor

• Heterosexual cases have been 
the headline cases persued by 
the CPS

• Affect on the everyday lives of 
PLWHIV

• Treatment as Prevention/lack of 
the onward infections from 
those on ART has outstripped 
legal and moral approach











LATE DIAGNOSIS HETERO MEN
• Barriers to testing identified in 

the literature can be attributed 
to two overarching factors; 

• individuals not considering 
themselves to be at risk of
acquiring HIV and…… 

• healthcare providers failing to 
offer a HIV test (Champenois et al, 

2013).

• BOTH factors are in play with 
heterosexual men

• Barriers include: 

• Health and Death

• Confidentiality and Anonymity 
Concerns – particularly Primary 
care

• Fear of Discrimination

• Financial and Legal Fears





Issues of late presentation

• Simultaneous treatment of opportunistic manifestation and HIV is difficult! 1

• Lack of “preparation” time 2 – (no baseline resistance test, no HLA testing)

• When to start HAART? 2

• Trying to avoid IRIS (Immune Reconstitution Inflammatory Syndrome) also known as IRS (Immune 
Reconstitution Syndrome) and how to avoid it3

• Avoiding overlapping toxicities 1

• Avoiding complex drug-drug interactions 1

1.BHIVA Standards for HIV Clinical Care March 2007 sections 2.4

2.BHIVA Guidelines HIV Medicine (2005),76 (Suppl.2), 1-61

3.DeSimone JA et al Annals of Internal Medicine 133 (6): 447-454. Sept 19,2000



'Daniel Radcliffe' 

gets Aids in 

Grimsby: Harry 

Potter star 

suffers in Sacha 

Baron Cohen film’-

The Mirror

At The Brothers Grimsby world 
premiere in London last week, one 
viewer said the scene was met with 
'loud cheering,' while another 
viewer at a different screening 
noted 'the whole cinema clapped.'

Daily Mail



The Past – For Many



Positive Change


